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Abstract:Abstract:Abstract:Abstract:Some Orietalists have taken a plea of some Shiite 
transmissions to prove the alteration and distortion of Qur’┐nic 
textual corpus. They have allured a chain of arguments through the 
various transmissions of Shiite school of thought in order to present 
the multiple readings of the text of the Qur’┐n as man-made 
disclosure. However, the Sunn┘ Muslim scholars hold the view that 
although some Shiite literature contains a large number of reports 
which depict disintegration of the textual history of the Qur’┐n yet 
this is not the opinion of entire Shiite school of thought. 
Nevertheless, it is off course, became a helping tool for Orientalist 
in order to achieve their specific malicious goals and to create 
skeptical jerks among the Muslim mass circles regarding their sacred 
scripture. In this way, a dire need have emerged for re-evaluatingand 
re-thinking these kinds of alleged transmissions both in its textual 
and contextual perspectives especially, when interfaith harmony and 
pluralistic views have been proliferated throughout the recent globe. 

Key Words:Key Words:Key Words:Key Words:Qur’┐nic Text, Textual Corruption, Sectarian Milieu, 
Shiite View of Qur’┐nic Text and Orientalism. 

 
There has been a sensational discourse regarding the immaculacy of 
Qur’┐nic textual corpus among the different Muslim sectarian school of 
thoughts. Some old sources ofShia school of thought present a view that 
Qur’┐n has not been transmitted immaculately. Certainly, this point of view 
is occurred in opposite to the majority Muslim Ummah. Some Shia 
literature contains these sort of transmission upon which the debate of their 
belief has been started and possessed an atrocious situation among the 
various scholars of different school of thoughts. 
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However, this is also an established fact that the view of distortion in the 
Qur’┐nic text has only been reported and attributed to a small group of 
Shiascholars. Some fundamental Shia books include such narrations in this 
respect for instance al-Kulain┘ (d. 329 A.H.) has mentioned a report: 
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“Ja‘far bin Mu╒ammad narrates that no one collected Qur’┐n except 
A’imma and the Qur’┐n which brought ╓a╔ratJibrail to 
Mu╒ammad (صلى الله عليه وسلم) was pertaining seventeen thousand verses.” 

Similarly, there is a narration by Imam Mu╒ammadB┐qir mentioned in Al-
K┐f┘: 
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“No one has claimed among the people that Qur’┐n was collected as 
it was revealed except a liar. Only ‘Al┘ and A’immah after him 
collected and memorized it as it was revealed.”  

On the base of these narrations, Orientalists deduced the theory of 
distortion and manipulation of the Qur’┐n and on the same grounds; 
Muslim scholars from Ahl al-Sunnah have given the verdict of the defective 
belief of Shia school of thought.3 
 

The View Point of Contemporary Shi‘a Scholars 
The modern Shia scholars however, hold the view that only the subscription 
of these sorts of narrations in some books doesn’t mean to have belief of 
textual corruption. A significant number of researchers among Shia scholars 
don’t rectify the authenticity of all such reports specially described in Al-
K┐f┘ byKulain┘. They are not ready to accept the recognition of al-K┐f┘ as 
Ahl al-Sunnah give an established recognition to Al-J┐mi‘ al-╗a╒┘╒ by 
Mu╒ammad bin Ism┐‘┘l al-Bukhar┘ (d. 254 A.H.). According to them, al-Kafi 
contains a large number of ╕aif and Mursal reports in it. A well-known Shia 
scholar Syed H┐shimHussain asserts the view of majority of earlier 
Shiaulam┐’ and intellects.   
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“The earlier scholars have no consensus over all narrated reports 
in al-K┐f┘ by al-Kulain┘.” 

Status of Al-K┐f┘’s Narrations: 
He presents a review of such reports and analysis of al-K┐f┘’s narration as 
under: 

    صحيح    حسن    موثقّ    ضعيف مجموعة

16199    9480    1128    144    5072    

Shia critiques pursued the narrations of al-Kaf┘ regarding the corruption of 
Qur’┐nic text that is 300 in number. These 300 reports have been reported 
thorough four channels or ways: 

1. Ab┴ ‘Abd Allah Al-Sayy┐r┘ 
2. Younus bin Ziby┐n 
3. Minkhal bin Jam┘lAl-k┴f┘ 
4. Mu╒ammad bin Hassan Jah┴r. 

All these narrators have been considered as ةمطعون فی العدال . Shia scholars have 
remarked about them as ““““ فاسد " ،"ه/يلتفت کل ما روا"، "کذاب" "وضاع للحديث

غال"، "ضعيف فی الحديث"، "بھالمذ ”5 
Here we are presenting some quotations of well-known Shia scholars which 
remove the overall impression of the belief of Qur’┐n’s corruption 
attributed to them. Ab┴ Ja‘farMu╒ammad bin ‘Al┘Babwaih Al-Qimm┘ 
known Al-╗ad┴q (d.381 A.H.) writes:  
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“The Qur’┐n is not more than collected in these two covers and 
whoever attributed to us the belief of some additions in this 
scripture, is liar.”  

Al-Sayyid al-Murta╔┐ known as ‘Alam al-Hud┐ (d.436 A.H.) followed this 
view and the famous Sh┘‘iteQur’┐nic scholar Ab┴ ‘Al┘ al-║abras┘ quoted 
from him and said: 
As regards additions (made in Qur’┐n) the multitude of people deny this; 
and as regards the fact that something has been dropped (out of the Qur’┐n), 
a party of our scholars and the people called al-╓ashwiya7 relate that the 
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Qur’┐n has been subjected to changes, additions and substractions. The 
correct position is with the religion of our scholars, which is opposed to 
this, and is supported by al-Murta╔┐.”8 
Ab┴ Ja‘farMu╒ammad Bin ‘Al┘ al-╓assan al-║┴s┘ (d-461 A.H) describes 
regarding accuracy of the Qur’┐nic text: 
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“Any belief of addition or deletion in the text of the Qur’┐n is 
against the Muslims faith. This is the true point of view and our 
(Shia) belief is the same. However, the reports regarding the 
alteration of Qur’┐n are not reliable.” 

Some Shia scholars declared all such altered verses as abrogated verses10 
which were thrown out of Ma╖┐╒if. Similarly, various other clarifications 
have been stated by Shia scholars to refute the objection of manipulation in 
the text of the Qur’┐n. For instance, they have put different interpretations 
of the objection that the Qur’┐n of Shia was consisting of 90 parts and 70 
yards in length. 11 
“Fa╖l al-Khi═┐b” is one of the most blazing books in presenting the narrations 
concerning to the distortion of Qur’┐nic text. Jav┐dal-Bal┐gh┘, criticizing on 
its narrations that all the reporters of this book are unreliable, weak and 
extremist (Gh┐l┘) in their sect. it has been proved through a number of 
arguments that all the narration of “Fa╖l al-Khi═┐b” are rejected (Mard┴d) and 
unreliable.12 Al-Mīlānī and ‘Al┘ al-╓usain┘ also declare the view of al-Nur┘ in 
‘Fasl’as his personal view: 
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 “What we mentioned—that this is his personal opinion—is affirmed 
by the fact that his contemporary Shī`ī scholars, and those who 
came after him, treated his book with refutation and criticism, such 
as al-SayyidMuĥammadĤusayn al-Shahrastānī, Shaykh Maĥmūd al-
`Irāqī and those other than them. And Shaykh al-Balāghī (also) has 
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some discourse on this issue in the introduction of his 
commentary, ‘Ālā’ al-Raĥmān.’ In fact,Shaykh al-Nūrī himself 
has explicitly admitted his singularity concerning this opinion, as it 
is not hidden to he who refers to his book.” 

Sayy┐r┘, who wrote a horrifying book in support of Qur’┐nic distortion, 
Im┐mKh┴┘ expressed his views regarding the reports of this book that all 
narrations are ╕a┘f and its author’s belief totally wrong.14 
Im┐mKhan┘z┘ has expressively negated the view of those people who 
attributed distortion of Qur’┐n towards Shia school of the thought. He is of 
opinion that Imamia (a Shia sect) regard the present Qur’┐n as an 
immaculate, pure and preserved discourse of Allah. This view had remained 
as a belief of Shia predecessors. Sheikh ╗ad┴q al-Qimm┘ Says: 

"0��L " ������ �� �,0��?9 ة��D�  :9�, "�"�� 

Mu╒ammadJaw┐dMughnia writes that im┐mia do not believe any of the 
distortion whether it relates to addition or deletion in Qur’┐n; because they 
have a firm belief in preservation of Qur’┐n from any defect or error. It is 
mostly blamed that Im┐mia is of view to have belief in corruption of 
Qur’┐nic text, which is totally wrong notion against them. The earlier and 
later scholars of Im┐mia have asserted vividly that Qur’┐n is not except the 
present one in our hands. From earlier scholars he, mentions the references 
of Shaikh ╗ad┴q, SayedMurta╔┐ and ║┴s┘’s books whereas from later 
scholars he takes notes of Shaikh Ja‘farNajf┘’s “Kashf al-Ghada”, Syed 
Mu╒sinBaghd┐d┘’s “Sharah al-Wafiyah”, Sheikh ‘Al┘ al-Kurki who wrote an 
article, in which he tried to prove that there has not been any addition in 
the Qur’┐nic text and in addition to that he, gives the quotation of Shaikh 
Jaw┐dAl-Bal┐gh┘ that there is no acceptance of such reports of manipulation 
in the text of Qur’┐n. Shaikh Am┘nal-Bal┐gh┘ stated in his books that there 
are a very small number of Shia scholars who unfortunately have a theory of 
Qur’┐nic distortion. 
It has been clearly observed that since the last two centuries Shia scholars are 
trying their best to confiscate themselves with these charged allegations. The 
best example is “Fajral-Isl┐m” in which dozens of objections have been 
attributed against the Shiites belief, However, Mu╒ammad ╓ussainK┐shifal-
Ghi═a categorically rejects these attributions and disproves any relation of 
Shia to such discarded notions.16 Some Shia scholars have refuted these 
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charges in a very intensive manner as Syed Am┘rMu╒ammadal-K┐zm┘ al-
Qizw┘n┘ has uttered his answer while addressing Mahm┴dShakr┘ Al┴s┘ 
Baghdad┘ and criticizing his book titled “Al-Minhatal-Il┐hiyyah” in the 
following statement.  
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“The attribution of addition and deletion in the text of the Qur’┐n is 
not from the Shiites belief. Rather, Shia scholars declare off track to 
those who think so. This allegation has been charged on us by Dajj┐l 
like └l┴s┘.”  

Al-Qizwin┘ clears the genuine position of Shi’ites belief of Qur’┐n in the 
following way. 
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“Shia hold the belief that the present Qur’┐n available in the hands 
of Muslims is identical to which Allah Almighty revealed to Holy 
Prophet Mu╒ammad (SAW). Not even single letter has omitted nor 
exceeded.” 

In the same context great Shia Aalim, Sheikh Mufid (d. 413 A. H.) writes in 
his book “al-Mesael al-Surweya” on page 78: 

۔ءمنك�مالبشر أن الذي بين الدفتين من القرآن جميعه ك�م الله و تنزيله، و ليس فيه شي  

“Verily what is between the two covers of the Quran its whole 
content is Allah’s words and revelation, there is nothing from the 

words of mankind in it and its entirety is the revelation of Allah”     
Similarly, Abu al-Hassan Mahd┘ al-Khaniz┘ has expressed the majority of 
Shia school of thought about all narrated reports regarding the manipulation 
and proposed emendations in the text of the Qur’┐n. He writes:    
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The reports asserting the meaning of textual corruption in Shia 
literature are in a definite number and all are proved to be Sh┐z, 
Saqi═and unreliable. No one amongst us hold the belief over it. At 
the same time, the availability of such narrations in our authentic 
books doesn’t mean that the possibility of Sh┐z reports is rejected.  

It is now cleared with the above mentioned references that except few 
unreliable individuals, no one is having belief of any deletion or addition in 
the Qur’┐nic text. So, it is absolutely an erroneous methodology to take a 
partial view and neglect the whole original image which is a common belief 
of majority of Shia school of thought. 
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